Software Modeling and Analysis — v1.0a

Teaching Assistants

- Pascal Gadient: gadient@inf.unibe.ch
- Pooja Rani: pooja@inf.unibe.ch

Grading

- Scoring scheme: exercises 30%, exam 70%
- Each series is being graded linearly from 1 to 6 in compliance with the following definition:
  6 - excellent, 5 - good, 4 - sufficient, 3 - not sufficient, 2 - bad, 1 - no solution provided
- In order to qualify for the final exam, the average mark of all series is required to be at least
  sufficient (i.e. 4).

Organisational Remarks

- The lecture slides and exercises are available on
  http://scg.unibe.ch/teaching/sma
- Start your web browser, open
  https://piazza.com/unibe.ch/fall2018/sma2018
  select join as Student and click on the bottom of the page Join Classes. On the next page provide
  your university mail address twice and click Submit Email. You will receive a confirmation email
  and with the included activation link you will be able to finish the Piazza account registration.
  Afterwards you should be able to login and join the course.
- Use only Piazza to post questions and participate in discussions regarding the course. If you have
  questions related to other affairs, please send an email to sma@list.inf.unibe.ch.

Please continue reading on the next page.
Weekly Homework

- We propose for the series to work in pairs. However, you can work individually if you would like to.

- Answers together with the source code (where required) of the exercises have to be zipped and sent to sma@list.inf.unibe.ch with the subject:

  SMA_Assignment_ASSIGNMENTNR_FAMILYNAMESTUDENTA_FAMILYNAMESTUDENTB

  example: SMA_Assignment_11_Rani_Gadient

- Do not copy solutions from others (nor from the Internet). In case of copied solutions, you will receive the grade 1. If you really got stuck, post to Piazza.

- The University of Bern SCG web site is regularly updated, so please visit the web page frequently!

- Your solutions must be received by the teaching assistants before the follow-up lecture each Wednesday at 10:15am. Solutions delivered at a later time will get one grade deducted for each 24h period. In case of serious incidents (military service, illness, etc.) you must notify the TA's immediately by email.